
European Union
Investing in Bremen‘s Future
European Regional 
Development Fund

Main partners:

WE ARE READY. FOR YOUR IDEAS!

Join the new flagship project for the aeronautics and space
sector. Our space incubator is set to take on startups from 
the German federal states of Bremen and Schleswig-
Holstein. Support to startups from other federal states in 
Northern Germany is under negotiation.

› zero equity funding
› access to space industry and user community
› close technical and business support
› shared workspaces

APPLY HERE:
www.esa-bic.de/ng/
Don't miss our next application deadline!

ESA BIC NOrtHErN GErMANy

WE ArE rEADy. 
 FOR YOUR IDEAS!

Your Contact. 
We are happy to support you!
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ESA BIC Northern Germany
Location Bremen

Fahrenheitstr. 1 | 28359 Bremen, Germany | +49 421 2208275

Location Schleswig-Holstein
Maria-Goeppert-Str. 1 | 23562 Lübeck, Germany | +49 451 390900

esabic-northerngermany@aviaspace-bremen.de



TECHNICAL PARTNERS
Aerospace technologie (DSI-AS)
AES System
Airbus Defence & Space
Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI)
ArianeGroup 
DLr Space Systems
Fraunhofer IFAM
Institute of Environmental Physics Bremen (IUP)
German research Center for Artificial Intelligence
OHB SE

NETWORKING PARTNERS
Women in Aerospace Europe (WIA)
NErEUS

FINANCIAL PARTNERS
High-tech Gründerfonds
OHB Venture Capital

ESA BIC NORTHERN GERmANY
the Incubation Centre of the European Space Agency in North-
ern Germany (ESA BIC Northern Germany) is headquartered 
jointly with the Bremen aeronautics and space industries asso-
ciation AviaSpace Bremen at the BItZ, the largest innovation 
and technology centre for high-tech companies and startups in 
Bremen. the ESA BIC Northern Germany brings new startup 
opportunities to the region and thus strengthens the aeronau-
tics and space sector in the German federal state of Bremen. 

Aviaspace Bremen supports the incubatees with its network, 
public relations work and targeted coaching not only during the 
incubation period, but also afterwards as alumni. Starthaus is 
the central point of contact in the Bremen startup ecosystem 
and supports the startups on all issues relating to business 
development and financing. 

the ESA BIC Northern Germany is managed by Anwendungs-
zentrum GmbH Oberpfaffenhofen (AZO), an international 
networking and branding company for the European space 
programmes that also manages ESA BIC Bavaria with three 
locations in southern Germany.

Since 2021, ESA BIC Northern Germany has also been offering 
its service to space-related startups in Schleswig-Holstein. the 
technikzentrum Lübeck with GAtEWAy49, AviaSpace Bremen 
and AZO jointly operate this extension of ESA BIC Northern 
Germany. there are also plans to extend ESA BIC Northern 
Germany to the northern German federal states of Hamburg, 
Lower Saxony, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania and Berlin-
Brandenburg.

ESA BIC NORTHERN GERmANY
OFFERS SPACE STARTUPS
› access to talent pool

› access to large space industries and organisations

›         access to large user community for space data,  
e.g. in the maritime, logistics, food industry, mobility, 
energy, and wind sectors

› funding through aerospace cluster programs

› offices, shared workspaces

›  support in administrative matters on how to start your 
business

› mentoring and coaching

› regular meetings, workshops
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